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Abstract — A small unmanned helicopter is a high-order time-varying multiple-input and multiple-output system with strong 
nonlinearity and coupling, and its dynamical model is very difficult to build, which has various problems such as big calculation 
amount and poor real-time performance. Therefore, based on the nonlinear model of X-Cell unmanned helicopter from the 
American MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), in this paper, a fuzzy flight controller is designed, and its attitude 
controller and position controller have adopted different fuzzy control principles respectively. At last, the motion model of 
unmanned helicopter and fuzzy flight controller were built in MATLAB/Simulink, and simulation verification was conducted to 
the results of yaw control, longitudinal position control, lateral position control and height control. The results show that this fuzzy 
flight control has various advantages such as fast response speed, zero overshoot, small tracking deviation and great stability. 
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I.    INTRODUCTION 
A small unmanned helicopter can vertically take off and 

land in a small space and complicated environment, which 
can have multiple flight modes such as hovering, lateral 
flight, inverted flight and hedgehop. Therefore, it is an ideal 
platform to execute various tasks like reconnaissance, 
surveillance and tracking[1]. However, the unmanned 
helicopter is a high-order time-varying multiple-input and 
multiple-output system with strong coupling. The 
application of nonlinear control method based on the model 
still has various problems such as big calculation amount 
and poor real-time performance. In addition, the all-state 
dynamical model of unmanned helicopter is very difficult to 
build, the flight controller generally adopts the dynamical 
model under a certain mode to conduct design, but these 
models which are built based on various methods, such as 
mechanism analysis and system identification, only have 
limited precision. These factors make it difficult to realize 
the required control precision and sensitivity during the 
practical application of nonlinear control method based on 
the model. Fuzzy control is a control method built on the 
basis of fuzzy mathematics for the uncertain or nonlinear 
system. Compared to the traditional control method, fuzzy 
control has faster system response and smaller overshoot, 
which also has stronger robustness and it can overcome the 
impact of nonlinear factors to control a complicated 
nonlinear control system for which it is difficult to build a 
precise mathematical model. 

II.     MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF UNMANNED 
HELICOPTER 

For the convenience to conduct analysis and modeling 
of the unmanned helicopter system, first of all, a coordinate 
system as shown in Fig.1 is built, in which, the system {S} 

refers to the world coordinate system, its origin Os is a 
selected fixed point on the earth surface, the OsXsYs plane 
is tangent to the earth surface at the origin Os of coordinate 
system, axis Xs points to the direction of due north, axis Ys 
points to the direction of due east, and in accordance with 
the right-hand rule, axis Zs is vertically downward. The 
coordinate system {B} represents the coordinate system of 
unmanned helicopter’s body, and the origin Ob of this 
coordinate system refers to the center of mass of the 
unmanned helicopter, which moves with its body; axis Xb 
refers to the vertical axis of unmanned helicopter, and the 
orientation of helicopter head is the forward direction; axis 
Yb refers to the lateral axis of unmanned helicopter, and the 
forward direction is toward the right; the direction of axis 
Zb is determined in accordance with the right-hand rule[2]. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of coordinate system. 

 
Based on the above coordinate system, this paper has 

adopted the nonlinear model of X-Cell unmanned helicopter 
built by the American MIT (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology)[3]. This model covers the flight state from 
hovering to forward flight with a speed of 20 m/s of the X-
Cell unmanned helicopter, and the corresponding advance 
ratio u of its biggest forward flight speed is 0.15. 

 This model can be expressed as: 

                                                               (1) 
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 In this formula, x refers to the state variables of small 
unmanned helicopter, which include the 3-dimensional 
positions , ,x y z and their attitude angles , ,   of the 
world coordinate system and the 3-dimensional linear 
speeds  , ,u v w and angular speeds , ,p q r of the helicopter 
body coordinate system. u refers to the control variables of 
small unmanned helicopter, which include the manipulated 

variable col of the total distance of main rotor, the 

manipulated variable lon of the longitudinal cyclic pitch of 

main rotor, the manipulated variable lat of the lateral 

cyclic pitch of main rotor and the manipulated variable tr    

of the total distance of tail rotor. 
A.   The translational motion part of unmanned helicopter 
    Position equation: 

                                                  (2)                                                                               
    In Formula (2), s

b R  refers to the rotation matrix from the 

helicopter body coordinate system {B} to the world 
coordinate system {S}, which is determined by the attitude 
angles , ,    of unmanned helicopter, and its calculation 
formula is as the following: 

cos cos sin sin cos cos sin sin cos cos sin sin

cos sin sin sin sin cos cos sin cos sin sin cos

sin cos sin cos cos

s
bR

           
           
    

  
    
  

Linear speed equation: 

                   

(4) 

    In Formula (4), m refers to the weight of unmanned 

helicopter, , ,x y zG G G  are the components of the 

unmanned helicopter’s weight in the helicopter body 

coordinate system {B} respectively, and , ,x y zF F F  are the 

components of aerodynamic force in the helicopter body 
coordinate system {B} respectively. 
B.   The rotational motion part of unmanned helicopter: 
    Attitude angle equation: 

               

(5) 
   Angular speed equation: 

                  

(6) 
   In Formula (6), , ,L M N  are the components of 
external torque in the helicopter body coordinate system 
{B} respectively, and I  refers to the inertia tensor of 

unmanned helicopter in the helicopter body coordinate 
system {B}. 

III.     DESIGN OF FUZZY FLIGHT CONTROLLER 

    The control of small unmanned helicopter is realized 
by inputting four control variables. The manipulated 

variable col  of the total distance of main rotor controls 

the tension of main rotor, the manipulated variable lon  

of the longitudinal cyclic pitch of main rotor controls the 

pitching moment, the manipulated variable lat  of the 

lateral cyclic pitch of main rotor controls the rolling 

moment, and the manipulated variable tr  of the total 

distance of tail rotor controls the tension of tail rotor. In 
conclusion, in order to obtain the desired attitude and 
position, this paper designs a flight controller of 
unmanned helicopter based on fuzzy control[4-8], and its 
structure is as shown in Fig. 2. 
 

Fig. 2  Flight controller of unmanned helicopter 

    GH(Given height); HC(Height controller); GSNP(Given 
south and north positions); GEWP(Given east and west 
positions); GYA(Given yaw angle); CT(Coordinate 
transformation); LOD(Longitudinal deviation);  
LAD(Lateral deviation); LOC(Longitudinal controller); 
LAD(Lateral controller); PAC(Pitch angle controller); 
RAC(Roll angle controller); YAC(Yaw angle controller); 
UHM(Unmanned helicopter model); PC(Position 
controller); AC(Attitude controller); FC(Flight controller) 

A.    Design  of  Attitude  Controller 

    There are three attitude channel controllers of unmanned 
helicopter, which are the yaw channel  (psi) controller, 

pitch channel  (theta) controller and roll channel  (phi) 
controller respectively. They control the attitude of 

unmanned helicopter through the manipulated variabl tr of 

the total distance of tail rotor, the manipulated variable 

lon of the longitudinal cyclic pitch of main rotor and the 

manipulated variable lat  of the lateral cyclic pitch of main 

rotor respectively[9]. With yaw channel as example, this 
paper introduces the design process of attitude channel 

（3） 
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controller. The design of pitch angle controller and roll 
angle controller adopts the similar method. 
1）Determination of the structure of fuzzy controller 
   In this paper, the yaw angle controller adopts the 
structural design of 2-dimensional fuzzy control, and the 
deviation and deviation change rate are chosen as the inputs 
of yaw angle, which are denoted by epsi and ecpsi 
respectively. Its output is denoted by upsi, and the yaw 
angle of unmanned helicopter in controlled through the 

manipulated variable tr  of the total distance of tail rotor. 

2） Determination of the fuzzy linguistic variable 
   Determination of the fuzzy linguistic variable is an 
important step during the design of fuzzy controller, and 
during the selection of linguistic variable, both the control 
effect and the complication degree to realize the controller 
should be considered. The input and output of yaw angle 
controller have both adopted seven fuzzy states to form the 
fuzzy set: {negative big (NB), negative middle (NM), 
negative small (NS), zero (ZE), positive small (PS), positive 
middle (PM) and positive big (PB)}. 
   The corresponding fuzzy set of the two inputs and one 
output of the yaw angle controller is: 
epsi={NB,NM,NS,ZE,PS,PM,PB} 
ecpsi={NB,NM,NS,ZE,PS,PM,PB} 
upsi={NB,NM,NS,ZE,PS,PM,PB} 
   In this paper, the triangular membership function is 
adopted, and the membership functions of two inputs and 
one output are edited in the membership function editor of 
MATLAB, which are shown in Fig.3, Fig.4 and Fig.5. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Membership function of the output of yaw angle error 

 
Fig.4 Membership function of the change rate of yaw angle error 

 
Fig.5 Membership function of yaw angle controller 

3）Preparation of the fuzzy control rules 
   The fuzzy control rules are the core of fuzzy controller, 
and the quality of control rule has a direct impact on the 
control effect. The fuzzy control rule of yaw channel in 
this paper is as shown in TABLE.I. 
 

TABLE І. FUZZY CONTROL RULE TABLE OF YAW ANGLE 

CONTROLLER 

epsi 
ecpsi 

NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 

NB NB NB NB NB NM NS ZE 

NM NB NB NM NM NS ZE PS 

NS NB NM NM NS ZE PS PM 

ZE NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 

PS NM NS ZE PS PM PM PB 

PM NS ZE PS PM PM PB PB 

PB ZE PS PM PB PB PB PB 

 
4）Fuzzy inference method 
   The Mamdani method is adopted to conduct fuzzy 
inference, and the weighted average method is used to 
conduct defuzzification operation. 

B.   Design of position controller 

   There should be three position controllers of unmanned 
helicopter, which are longitudinal, lateral and height 
controllers respectively. The inputs of longitudinal flight 
controller are the longitudinal positional deviation exh and 
deviation change rate ecxh, and the output is the set value 
of pitch angle—thetad. The inputs of lateral flight controller 
are the lateral positional deviation eyh and deviation change 
rate ecyh, and the output is the set value of roll angle—phid. 
The inputs of height controller are the height deviation ezs 
and deviation change rate eczs, and the output is the 

manipulated variable col of the total distance of main rotor, 

which controls the height of unmanned helicopter. 
   Because the given position of unmanned helicopter and 
the measured value of sensor are described under the world 
coordinate system {S}, while the required inputs of the 
longitudinal and lateral flight controllers of helicopter body 
are the positional deviations and deviation change rates 
under the coordinate system {H} of helicopter body, so, the 
position controller needs to transform the positional 
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deviation in the world coordinate system {S} to the 
positional deviation in the horizontal coordinate system {H} 
of helicopter body, and the formula is as the following: 

In Formula (3.2), hex and hey refer to the positional 

deviations under the horizontal coordinate system {H} of 

helicopter body, sex  and sey  refer to the positional 

deviations under the world coordinate system {S}, and 
 is the yaw angle of unmanned helicopter. Here, the 
origin Oh of the horizontal coordinate system {H} of 
helicopter body is the helicopter body’s center of mass, 
which moves with the helicopter body, the OhXhYh 
plane is always parallel to the OsXsYs plane of the world 
coordinate system {S}, axis Xh is the projection of 
helicopter body coordinate system {B} on the OhXhYh 
plane, axis Yh is toward the right of helicopter body, and 
axis Zh is parallel to axis Zh of the world coordinate 
system {S} and vertically downward. In the following, 
take the longitudinal flight controller for example, and we 
will introduce the design process of these three 
controllers. 
 

 
 

Fig.6 Membership function of longitudinal positional deviation 

 
Fig.7 Membership function of change rate of longitudinal positional 

deviation 

1） Design of the longitudinal flight controller 
   In this paper, the longitudinal flight controller adopts the 
structural design of 2-dimensional fuzzy control, and the 
longitudinal positional deviation exh and deviation change 
rate ecxh of helicopter body are chosen as the inputs, which 
are denoted by exh and ecxh. Its output is denoted by thetad, 
and the position of unmanned helicopter is controlled 
through the given value of pitch angle—thetad. The 
membership functions of longitudinal flight controller are 
as shown in Fig.6, Fig.7 and Fig.8. 

 
Fig.8 Given membership function of pitch angle 

 
Fig.9 Simulink model of unmanned helicopter 
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2） The longitudinal flight controller has 9 fuzzy control 
rules in total, which are shown in TABLE ІІ . 

TABLE ІІ . FUZZY CONTROL RULE TABLE OF LONGITUDINAL 
FLIGHT  CONTROLLER 

exh 
ecxh 

N Z P 

N NB NS ZP 

Z NM ZE PM 

P ZN PS PB 

IV.    SIMULATION 

A.   Simulink model of unmanned helicopter 

The model of unmanned helicopter was built in 
Simulink[9], as shown in Fig.9. With four input variables, 
this module can output various state variables of the 
unmanned helicopter, such as its position and attitude 
angle. The input variables col, lon, lat and tr of this 

module refer to the manipulated variable col  of the total 

distance of main rotor, the manipulated variable lon  of 

the longitudinal cyclic pitch of main rotor, the 

manipulated variable lat  of the lateral cyclic pitch of 

main rotor and the manipulated variable tr  of the total 

distance of tail rotor respectively. The output variables x, 
y and z refer to the positions , ,x y z of unmanned 
helicopter under the world coordinate system, and phi, 
theta and psi represent the attitude angles , ,   of 
unmanned helicopter. This module can also calculate 
various other state variables under the helicopter body 
coordinate system, such as the 3-dimensional linear 
speeds , ,u v w  and angular speeds , ,p q r , and they can 
be used as the output values when needed. 

B.   Simulation result 

 
Fig.10 Fuzzy flight controller module of unmanned helicopter 

    This paper has designed six controllers for the unmanned 
helicopter respectively and determined their membership 
functions and control rule tables, and the fuzzy control 

toolbox[10] of MATLAB was used to build the fuzzy 
controller module of unmanned helicopter, as shown in 
Fig.10. This controller has 10 input variables and 4 output 
variables in total: the 10 input variables are the given values 
and measured values of various state variables, and the four 

output variables are the manipulated variable col of the 
total distance of main rotor, the manipulated variable 

lon of the longitudinal cyclic pitch of main rotor, the 

manipulated variable lat  of the lateral cyclic pitch of 

main rotor and the manipulated variable tr of the total 
distance of tail rotor respectively. The fuzzy flight 
controller controls the unmanned helicopter by 
controlling these four output variables. 
1）Simulation of yaw channel 
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Fig.11  Simulation curve of yaw control 

    The simulation curve of yaw channel is as shown in 
Fig.11, and the given yaw angles are successively 0°, 45°, 
90°, 45°, 0°, -45°, -90° and -45°. The result shows that the 
yaw channel control system has fast response speed, zero 
overshoot, small steady state error and great stability. 
2）Simulation of longitudinal positional control 
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Fig.12  Simulation curve of longitudinal positional control 

    The longitudinal flight control channel is under the 
common effect of the flight controller and pitch channel, 
the simulation curve as shown in Fig.12, and the given 
longitudinal positions are successively 0m, 20m, 0m, -20m, 
0m and 20m.  
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Fig.13 Simulation curve of lateral positional control 

3）Simulation of lateral positional control 

      The lateral flight control channel is under the common 
control of the lateral flight controller and roll angle, the 
simulation curve as shown in Fig.13, and the given lateral 
positions are successively 0m, 20m, 0m, -20m, 0m and 20m. 
4）Simulation of height control 
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Fig.14 Simulation curve of height control 

      The height control channel is under the control of height 
controller, the simulation curve as shown in Fig.14, and the 
given z values are successively -5m, -10m, -15m, -20m, -
15m, -10m, -5m and -10m. 
      In accordance with the simulation results, we can see 
that various control channels all have great control 
performances, fast response speed, small overshoot, small 
steady state error and great stability performance. 

V.     CONCLUSION 

      Based on the nonlinear model of X-Cell unmanned 
helicopter from the American MIT (Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology), in this paper, the fuzzy control 
method is adopted to design the flight control system of 
unmanned helicopter. Specifically speaking, the paper 
uses the fuzzy control method to design the attitude 
channel controller and translation controller respectively, 
and these two parts jointly form the fuzzy flight control 
system and realize automatic and unmanned flight of 
small helicopter. Finally, simulation tests were conducted 
under the MATLAB/Simulink environment, and the 
result shows that this flight controller has various great 
control performances such as fast response speed and 
small overshoot. 
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